Assignment 11

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. Due on 2018-04-11, 23:59 IST.

Submitted assignment

1) Giddens propounds

- No relationship between structure and agency
- Dualism of the structure
- Duality of the structure
- None of the above

No, the answer is incorrect.

Score: 0

Accepted Answers:

Duality of the structure

2) Old social movements dwell upon

- Environmental concerns
- Patriarchy
- Class differences
- Cultural differences

No, the answer is incorrect.

Score: 0

Accepted Answers:

Class differences

3) Which school of thought rejects metanarratives?

- Postmodernism
- Feminism
- Structuralism

No, the answer is incorrect.

Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
4) Who are the authors of The End of Organized Capitalism?
- Marx and Engels
- Waltby
- Butler
- Lash and Urry

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Lash and Urry

5) Who propounded the theory of structuration?
- Levi-Strauss
- Anthony Giddens
- Louis Althusser
- Michel Foucault

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Anthony Giddens

6) 'Power is exercised everywhere' may be attributed to
- Levi-Strauss
- Louis Althusser
- Michel Foucault
- Both (a) and (c)

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Michel Foucault

7) Epistemological crisis has been pointed out by
- Weberian social theory
- Postmodemism
- Structuralism
- Western Marxism

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Postmodemism

8) Deconstruction is associated with
- Levi-Strauss
- Immanuel Wallerstein
- Jacques Derrida
- Max Weber

No, the answer is incorrect.
9) Who refused to separate theory from practice?

- Levi-Strauss
- Louis Althusser
- Structuralists
- Georg Lukacs, Antonio Gramsci and Alain Touraine

No, the answer is incorrect.

Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
Georg Lukacs, Antonio Gramsci and Alain Touraine

10) New social movements dwell upon

- Only class differences
- Only industrial workers
- Only manufacturing industries
- Peasantry, caste, race, gender, environment

No, the answer is incorrect.

Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
Peasantry, caste, race, gender, environment

11) Materialist conception of history implies

- Idea is prior to matter
- Consciousness is the cause of our social existence
- Social existence is the cause of our intellectual and political consciousness
- None of the above

No, the answer is incorrect.

Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
Social existence is the cause of our intellectual and political consciousness

12) What is dialectic rationality?

- Aiming at or claiming neutrality but interacting with “material” and using it in present-day context
- Not aiming at or claiming neutrality but interacting with “material” and using it in present-day context
- Neither (a) nor (b)
- Both (a) and (b)

No, the answer is incorrect.

Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
Not aiming at or claiming neutrality but interacting with “material” and using it in present-day context